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A.S. Personnel results reversed
Vote correction costs lone PSP ’winner’ seat on 1984-85 board
By Mark Freeman
Because of a computer error in
vote counting, Joanne Rosa of the

Your Effective Student Support
party was named the winner yesterday of the Associated Students Director of Personnel in place of Doris
Mercier, who was announced as the
victor in last week’s election.
Mercier was thought to be the
only Progressive Student Party candidate to be elected to the A.S.
Board of Directors in the March 21
and 22 election.
The computer program written
to tally the votes had the two candidates’ names switched, causing the
discrepancy, said Steve Sosnowski
of the A.S. Election Board. The computer, therefore, had the vote counts
reversed in the readout, he said.

Joanne Rosa

Survey says
low staff
hinders

The initial computer readout announced in the A.S. offices last
Thursday had Mercier defeating
Rosa 1,272 to 1,153.
Rosa asked for a recount Mon-

day, said Kevin Rice, a member of
the election board.
Yesterday the board took the
computer tapes that had the ballots
entered on them to the Computer
Center. Sosnowski said. During the
recount, the board realized the computer attributed the wrong totals to
the candidates, he said.
"It’s our never-say-die attitude," said A.S. President-elect Michael Schneider, chairman of the
YESS party, on the reversal. "We
never gave up on anything we did,
and it paid off.
"I’m just
now." he said.

a

happy camper

Neither Rosa nor Mercier could
be reached for comment.
The program used for tallying is
the same as was used by the election

board the past two or three years,
Sosnowski said. The names were entered in the slots by a member of the
election board before the tapes containing the ballots were entered, he
said.
Sosnowski would not identify the
election board member who typed
the names into the computer.
YESS now holds all of the A.S.
Executive and Board of Director
seats decided. The directors of nontraditional minority affairs and California state affairs will be decided
in the runoff election held today and
tomorrow.
"I think this throws the whole
election into question," said Kathy
Cordova, current A.S. President and
spokesperson for PSP. "It seems
strange that the results were
changed because the names were
switched."

Sosnowski said, "It was the only
one that happened that way. It’s an
unfortunate mistake."

Polls open
Today 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Thursday
8 a.m.- 2:30p.m.
Clark Library
Student Union
Sweeney Hall
The board also checked all the
other candidates’ vote tallies and
four more ballots were registered.
Sosnowski said. This was caused by
stuck ballots and does not affect any.
of the positions, he added.

Geometrically posed

By Anne Helquist
The results of two library usage
surveys taken last April indicate
that too few student shelvers to
maintain the stacks is a primary
reason for library patrons’ inability
to locate materials.
Although library users suffer
from having SJSU’s collection of
books and periodicals chronologically divided between Clark and
Wahlquist libraries, inadequate library staffing causes more problems for users, said Jo Whitlach, library access division head.

Whitlach said she hopes to repeat the survey again in five years.

"Usually $200 or 8300 is
nice, but this is a substantial
amount," Schutter said.
The equipment will be
used by visually -impaired students as adaptive devices for
reading books or notes, as
well as taping lectures, he
said.
These important little devices bridge the gap of communication for these students,
Schutter said.
Denise Tierney. treasurer
of Delta Gamma. said the
money for the donation came
from the Anchor-Splash event
in October.

The Anchor-Splash is a
swim meet between about 10
fraternities. and is a madcap,
fun event with synchronized
swimming. Tierney said.
There are eight members
per team in the annual event,
which first started in the 1982
spring semester, she said.
In the future, this event
will be held in the fall semester, Tierney said.
Schutter said he is thankful to Delta Gamma for their
contribution.

The survey also shows that stolen or missing materials is a "serious problem," Whitlach said.
"Unfortunately, a lot of students
think they are ripping off an anonymous and impersonalized institution," she said. "They don’t realize
they are really messing up their fellow students."

The results of April’s survey
were compared to similar surveys,
conducted during the time when all
books and periodicals were housed
in Wahlquist library.
The collection was divided in
1982, when all pre-I970 books and
pre-1965 periodicals remained in
Wahlquist Library, and subsequent
materials were moved to the new
Clark Library

By Melissa Calvo
Disabled Services recently received 5600 dollars
from the Delta Gamma sorority as a charitable donation.
According to Disabled
Services Coordinator Martin
Schuller, the money was donated to buy standard and
micro-cassette players for visually impaired students.

It’s a good
feeling to receive
a donation
without having to
solicit one.

"This year, we lost an enormous
amount of positions and money, and
we’ve been having real problems in
staff maintenance," Whitlach said.
This allows books and periodicals to pile up faster than they can
be put back on the shelves.

The purpose of the two surveys
was to see "how difficult the collection split made it for people to find
materials," Whitlach said.
The survey was conducted by
requesting every 10 incoming patrons to Clark Library to fill out
forms asking what books they
hadn’t been able to find. The library
staff then looked for each item not
found to determine whether it was
checked out, missing, or placed on
the wrong shelf

Disabled
Services
receives
donation

"There are 117 Delta
Gamma chapters and this is
our national philanthrophic
deed for Sight Conservation
and Aid to the Blind." she
said

library

Poor security maintenance can
probably be blamed for the high rate
of missing and stolen materials, she
said. This was caused by earlier
problems with the fire-alarm system and exterior locks in Clark Library.
However, she said she thinks
that problem has been corrected.
"We have security-control measures which we are continuously trying to improve," Whitlach said.
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"I would want to encourage any kind of support from
fraternities, sororities and
clubs. It’s practical, and
something that’ll really serve
a lot of students," he said.

It’s not easy to succeed in business
these days, but business administration junior Sooyoul Michael (’he
succeeded in finding a comfortable

corner for studying in the Student
Union. With room to stretch out
and put his feet up and a drink by
his side, he appears settled in for a

long session with the books. Che’s
corner seems far removed from
the normal rush of activity in the
Student Union,

University Zone committee wants change
By Nick Gillis
In conjunction with community
groups and officials, SJSU’s University Zone Association will be meeting today in hopes of improving the
downtown area.
Formed last year. the UZA is
concentrating on removing unlicensed board and care homes in the
area, reducing the crime rate, and
improving the student housing situation.
"Something’s got to be done,"
Chairman Bill Baron said. "We’ve
kind of laid low for awhile, but it’s
time to get into high gear."
Baron said he feels the association’s progress is "at the turning
point," and plans to strengthen support at the meeting.
A proposal sheet by the UZA has
been sent to many local authorities.
including the mayor’s office. Seve-

ral of them are expected to attend
the meeting, including a city planner who works with code enforcement.
resiunlicensed
Removing
dential care facilities is a major concern of the UZA.
Teaming with local officials, including District 3 Councilwoman
Susan Hammer and Supervisor Zoe
Lofgren, UZA members have gathered support and now plan to take
action.
Baron, who’s also president of
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity, called
many of the unlicensed care homes
"detrimental" to the community.
He said he supports most of the legally run ones, however, citing Job
Corps and Pathways as respected
homes.
"Like fraternities, most of the
established ones serve a good pur-

pose," he said, "but there’s always
a few that can spoil their reputation."
Successfully closed last year
was the "Greer House" two adjoining buildings at San Carlos and
12th Streets.
City action was taken after several reports of no running water or
electricity, overpopulated rooms,
and slimy toilet facilities. Upon inspection, officials also found a dead
cat on the premises, Baron said.
An ordinance passed last October now requires "conditional use"
permits by the city for residential
care facilities that don’t hold state
licenses. The permits will give the
city more power to regulate any unlicensed homes, and close them if
necessary.
UZA members also feel affords-

ble student housing is lacking, and
are trying to build or relocate available homes to provide more.
Some city officials don’t endorse
the UZA’s housing proposal, but
Baron defended the issue optimistically.
"It’s a classic cat -and-mouse
situation," he said. "They (opponents( say that only 10 percent of
SJSU students live downtown, so it
would be fruitless to build more
housing."
But the housing shortage is why
so few students live downtown,
Baron said.
The proposed University Zone
would cover a total of 77 blocks, extending from 4th Street to 15th
Street. and from Santa Clara Street
to Interstate 280.

It’s a good feeling to receive a donation without having to solicit one, he said.
In other news from Disabled Services, Schuller said
the Disabled Electronic Shuttle Bus will now be open to all
students registered with the
center.
"The shuttle
longer be based at
Street Garage,"
said.
It will now be
!root of the center
Walquist Library.

will no
the 10th
Schuller
based in
at South

With the shuttle service
based at the center, it will be
more accessible to disabled
students who do not drive to
school, and need the bus just
to get around campus. These
students will be issued shuttle
passes.
There have been a limited
number of students using the
shuttle because "people have
already formulated patterns"
for getting around campus,
Schutter said.
He is confident more people will start to use the shuttle.
in the fall semester, he said
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EDITORIAL

A clash with the ’Word’
For the last five days, the
area between the Student Union
and the Bakery at lunch hour has
become a virtual battle ground.
Having lunch or relaxing in
the area has become quite a task
because of the handful of evangelists there who have taken it upon
themselves to inform, enlighten,
but mainly, insult anyone careless enough to listen to what is
being said.
The problem in this situation,
as in cases of obscenity, is defining where the protection of free
speech ends and the rights of the
individual begins.
Unfortunately, the evangelists overstep such boundaries.
Last Thursday, Cindy Smock, a
traveling preacher, pointed at individual students and accused
them of being "homosexuals,"
"murderesses," "whores" and
"sperm-suckers." She also degraded the Catholic Church and
said homosexuals should be
killed.
and
accusations
Such
statements are derogatory and inciteful. Students, when verbally
attacked, attempt to debate and
defend themselves.
When this happens, the evangelistic rhetoric becomes higher
on volume and venom, and lower
on content. One student out of the
crowd of 200 kicked a pile of literature over the S.U. quad area.
While these incidents are not
drastic, it’s only a matter of time
before someone hauls off and
punches one of these preachers.
The evangelists argue that if
one does not wish to listen, one
can leave, but they forget the S.U.
quad is the students’ first and
theirs second.
Another argument the evangelists pose is that the university
propagates secular humanism by
presenting Communist speakers;
thus, they are providing the other
viewpoint.
The arguments fail, though.

presentations
are
Those
scheduled and announced in a
manner which gives students a
choice on whether they wish to attend.
The preachers abuse students
in the S.U. area without warning.
Besides, there are several cam
pus religious groups that students
can freely choose from.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Supreme Court has reBible-thumping
self-righteous.
pears
to be a racist when he refers to Richard ious,
peatedly ruled that not all speech Real school prayer problem
haranguers. To my suprise, the religious
Ramirez as "bean dip?"
is protected under the First Am- may be defining prayer
a
girl
from
who sounded
coming
were
squeals
Do we want to follow a leader who seems to
mendment ( Chaplinsky v. New
be naive and homophobic when he hurls per- and looked like she belonged to a Cindy Lauper
The issue of prayer in public schools is a
Hampshire). This and other cases
sonal insults and calls Larry Dougherty "a video (she was so unusual). That was the last
one that has sparked much debate. In
communist and a gay," and then dismisses straw.
have found that words serving to sensitive
the arguments of others, one hears of personal
I’m all for freedom of speech and religion,
such statements as merely "jest."
incite violence do not fall under rights and religious freedoms being violated.
For the record, I would like to clearly state but these people are so damn loud and so intolthe jurisdiction of protected
True Christians believe the freedom to
that I refuse to recognize and support Schnei- erant of others who are not "born again" fanatpray is a God given right a right no governspeech.
der and his party as representatives of this as- ics, that they have abused their First Amendthose
Ironically,
ment
can
extend
or
abolish.
Something has to be done
sociated student body. Furthermore, I will ac- ment priveleges.
for an amendment to insure a child’s
Back in the good old days when we had the
tively work for his removal from the office to
about these overbearing individu- fighting
right to pray in school are fighting for a right
Iranian student protests, President Fullerton
which he has been elected.
als who promote religion through they already possess. Perhaps the real probDavid Burgess banned them because fighting broke out. She’d
use of intimidation tactics in
lern lies in our unawareness of what prayer
Education be wise to do the same thing with these relifact, their antics probably turn really is and how we are able to pray.
graduate gious psychopaths because sooner or later,
Peter O. Campbell
their taunts will provoke someone to play
the very students they preach to
Business
"make my day" with their face.
against religion but what?
senior
At least the Iranians served a useful funcAs long as no complaints are
Student says preachers
tion in making American students more united
turned in to the University Police
and patriotic. The only thing these folks acshould be banned
or to the scheduling office, neither Student won’t support
complish is to polarize decent Christians toare
over
and
Now
that
the
A.S.
elections
ward the non-believers in mocking them.
party is free to do anything about President-elect Schneider
Larry Dougherty’s "Stop the wRECk" camWayland I.im
the situation.
I was appalled to read about the behavior
paign has proven successful, I am really sorry
Marketing
S.U. of our Associated Students President-elect MiRobison,
Adrienne
that 1 didn’t think of putting an iniative on the
senior
scheduling office assistant, said chael Schneider ( "Schneider belittles oppoballot myself. Generally I’m pretty apathetic
about the whole student government bit (I did
even if her office receives com- nents" Spartan Daily, March 261.
LETTERS
I wonder if he is qualified or capable of pervote, though), but last Thursday while enjoyplaints, all it can do is force the
Letters can be delivered to the Daily, up
forming the duties of the job to which he has
ing some sun outside the Student Union, I was
preachers to speak at a different been elected.
stairs in Dwight Bentel Hall, or at the informastirred into action.
spot on campus.
Do we, as students, trust the type of leadWhile sitting at a table, feverishly studying tion center on the first floor of the Student
While the U.P.D. and the ership in which a bottle of scotch exemplifies
for an exam in my next class, my concentra- Union.
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to
tion was rudely interrupted by the sudden bomscheduling office haven’t re- his value systems? Do we honor and are we to
bardment of rants and raves of those obnox- edit letters for length, grammar and libel
ceived any complaints, the Daily be represented by a student who obviously aphas, indicating we are not alone in
by Berke Breathed
BLOOM COUNTY
our objection to the nature of
The forum page is your
campus evangelist’s oratories.
I’LL REVIEW THE
WEI.COVE TO"THE PEOPLE’S
NIT 5
1E5TIMCWY WHILE
One possibilty is to ignore the page. The Daily encourCOURT " I KNOW YOU’VE BEEN
ENOUbli
1UE5PAY
AHEIA
ON
HE’S
A
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NE
BREAK FOR A
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AAP
SWORN
preachers and hope they go away. ages readers’ comments
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tions they get. Perhaps holding points expressed in opinthem beneath notice may serve to ion articles are those of
rid the campus of them.
If this doesn’t work, students the author. Editorials and
should take their complaints to cartoons appearing on this
ogiorrierNA
wrier
the U.P.D. and to the University page are the opinion of
itself. Then, the students’ right to the Spartan Daily.
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Gay rights bill’s defeat:
issue beyond preference

There is sufficient protection for people’s livelihoods
By Dan Koga
On March 13, Gov. George Deukmejian vetoed Assembly Bill No. 1 which would have banned job discrimination in California against homosexuals in businesses
employing five or more people
The bill’s author. Assemblyman Art Agnos, D-San
Francisco, has tried unsuccessfully for eight years to
pass similar bills. Can’t he take a hint?
I know California is known as a trend setting state
but enough is enough. Some things. such as sexual pref.
erence, are still sacred to many Californian’s no matter
what the stereotypes are.
In time, homosexuality may become a normal alternative to heterosexuality, but until that time comes,
let’s have some respect for us "straight" folks,
I. for one, am not ready to see open display of homosexual orientation especially at work. You can call it
old-fashioned, but I seriously doubt I’m the only one who
feels this way.
I’m not saying the only solution to the gay rights di’
lemma into shoot them all down. But, on the other hand,
I don’t consider homosexuality normal behavior either.
Talk of sexual preference has no place in the job environment and should be one’s own business.
If
erence, why would a homosexual let it be known he or
she is gay? If they kept it to themselves, at least they
wouldn’t have to worry about being discriminated
against Thus, there wouldn’t be a need for a gay rights
bill.
ff an employer can terminate an employee who af!eels production because of a drinking problem, why
can’t he terminate a person because other employee’s
refuse to work with that person which again hurts
production? This decision should be left to the employer.
Besides, what one does in the privacy of one’s bedroom is not something one should go around discussing
t() one’s boss no matter what that something is. Whether
it be sado-masochism or a plain old foot stomping time,
that is something one should keep to themselves and
their enjoining partner or partners.
I certainly don’t think being gay is something to be
proud of And I also don’t think a person should go
around bragging about what he and his girl did the night

con

Objectivity will put the issue in proper perspective

By Tim Goodman
before to amuse each other at the drive-in.
On March 13, Gov. George Duekmejian showed his
Deukmejian’s veto echoes the feeling of the majorcallousness
toward the fight for civil rights when he yeity of Californian’s. As Deukmejian said in his veto mestoed a bill that would have banned job discrimination
sage, as it stands, homosexuals are widely represented
against gays.
and accepted in the California work force even without
He dumped the bill on the grounds it created special
any special laws. As each year passes, homosexuality is
protections for people based solely on their sexual orienbecoming more widely condoned. at least in Califortation. And why not? Any discrimination is an attack on
nia.
civil rights and civil rights are for all people, not just the
According to a Deukmejian spokesman, the goverones who consider themselves "straight ."
nor’s office received approximately 90.000 calls or letIn giving his reasons for the veto, Deukmejian made
ters with the opinion running 2-1 against the passage of
a simple minded point in stating there were very few
AB I. Albeit a small majority, it is still a majority that
documented
cases of discrimination.
should be reckoned with and Deukmejian realized that
The point seemed very flippant considering the lack
in his veto.
of facts to back it up. He also didn’t consider many gays
Passage of AB 1 would have been a major step in the
would not want the attention that comes with a lawsuit
os
process of protecting the gay population. Homosexuals
or any other type of grievance
should be treated with the same respect given to any
The issue has been divided between those who favor
other citizen of this country regardless of one’s sexual
gay rights and those who don’t. Both sides are missing
preference. The fact they choose homosexuality should
the point. It doesn’t matter if you’re gay or not. The very
not give themextra privileges or rights that a het fact an employer would base a hiring decision on someeroso
would not also receive.
Hothing
other than the ability to do the job, is in itself an
mosexuality is something that should be grad abuse,
ually brought into the limelight, if it has to he at all.
A proven track record is the only justifiable way to
Those who say being gay is as natural as apple pie must
choose employees. Unless of course an employer is so
be living in their own little world.
"scared" of gays that avoiding them at all costs is the
In a San Jose Mercury News article, the Rev. Mar only recourse.
vin Rickard, pastor at the Los Gatos Christian Church,
Such actions bring out the true reasons the bill
already is sufficient
said it best when he said,
didn’t pass. Most business owners. )the majority of
..
protection for people’s livelihoods. What this ( AB I)
whom are rich Republicans and therefore Deukmejian
would have done is make homosexuals a special misupporters), are so uneducated about gays, they act
nority group They are a minority by choice and it’s cersolely on misconceptions and rumors. When massed totainly not condoned by the majority of the population."
gether, they are an apathetic bloc indeed, but a powerful
lobby nonetheless,
The key words here are they are a minority by
The issue would be the same if it concerned minorichoice. No one is forcing them to be gay. Why should this
ties or women. Reducing it to a heated debate on the
choice make them a protected group? If they are not
rights and wrongs of homosexuality takes the spotlight
ready to accept the risks of coming out of the closet, so
off the fact that it’s a civil rights issue and should be
to speak. I am willing to show them the way back into
treated like one.
the closet.
If the governor had not known the issue involved
I realize sooner or later we will have to face this
and was just a simple bill protecting civil rights,
gays,
later
the
betthe
scope,
but
problem on an even bigger
the outcome may have been different. An interesting
ter. This is one case where I am willing to wait. In this
reason why it would have been different involves the uncase, Deukmejian has definitely made a choice the maderstanding of politics
airily of California’s population will agree with

For example, if the bill involved race (even though
there are already such laws), then Deukmejian would
be getting heat from Willie Brown, Speaker of the As
sembly, and all of his constituents. Other minority
groups would also be pressuring the governor.
In turn, Deukmejian’s advisors would know that
changing race relations necessitated passage of such a
bill and would inform the governor that it would be politically feasable.
But in this instance, things are different. Although
gay and straight supporters lobbied feverishly for the
bill, the current atmosphere involving gays is still undecided. There isn’t the same massive change in social
opinion as there was when bills regarding race were decided.
So it wasn’t politically feasable for Deukmejian to
pass this bill. His conservative constituency probably
railed long and hard to his advisors about the horrors of
homosexuality.
Yet the constituency is probably more uneducated
about
aut gays than the business owners. Again, more problems are created. They advance the stereotypical pieture of gays, and in the process push themselves farther
away from a possible understanding of the situation.
If there is no initial understanding, then there can
be no objectivity. And the sooner all the exaggerated falsehoods are tossed out, the sooner objectivity will appear. The clarity of an objective understanding will
make this issue a civil one, and put it in its proper per.
spective.
And the hysteria surrounding the very mention of
homosexuality was one factor in the bill’s defeat. Rarely
is this type of uninformed panic ever released vented in
society.
Unless one takes into consideration the plight of the
blacks. At one time there was also paranoia surrounding
their fight for rights. They were denied their fundamental rights for ages because of racism and other factors
Uncertainty over what would happen if they were
granted rights permeated the social arena. And then everyone grew up.
As soon as those in power happen upon maturity, or
when the focus shifts from gay rights to civil rights, then
there will boa clear answer to a very clear problem.
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There are still plenty of pilots who have the ’right stuff’
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE, Calif. ( AP) Higher
and faster are still the test pilot’s dream, but an earlier
generation’s rocket planes went about as high and as fast
as an airplane can go without becoming a spaceship.
The "flight envelope" the limits of performance
has already expanded.

Today’s flyers are ’just as good or better than ever’
olate base the centerpiece of test-pilot lore. The basics, he
said, haven’t changed much: "We call ourselves aerospace research pilots now, but it still just means test
pilot."

"You really don’t expand that many envelopes nowadays," says Capt. Bill Broome, an Air Force student test
pilot. "They did the envelope expansion back ( in an earlier era)."
Yet even if the right time was more than 20 years ago,
the right place
then and now is a historic dry lake
bed at Edwards Air Force Base. And those who should
know say there are still plenty of people with the "right
stuff" plying these desert skies.

The legend began with the barnstormers and hot
young fighter aces who came out of World War It and
began to push exotic new planes as far as man and machine could go. They often left their planes shattered in
the desert and their names on the street signs of Edwards.
The breed survives with the well-educated flying engineers now emerging from Edwards’ Test Pilot School
and the Navy’s equivalent at Patuxent River Naval Air
Station in Maryland. These are men, mostly in their early
30s, who play down the silk-scarf image of the past and
stress a methodical, engineering approach to flight testing.

"These pilots today, they’re just as good or better
than ever. And the one thing they have that people in my
era didn’t have is the education," said Fitzhugh Fulton, a
National Aeronautics and Space Administration test pilot.
Fulton concedes he’s over 50; he’s been flying nearly
40 years, since he trained to be a bomber pilot as World
War It was ending.

"I really do dispute that there was a white scarf era
and age of the iron men and the right stuff and then
there’s our era," said Ed Schneider, 35, a Navy test pilot
for 10 years before becoming a NASA flier last December.
"The times and the technology are different, but the
people who take them up are the same. They were just as

He’s been testing airplanes over the high desert wastelands since 1950, when became to Edwards as a military
pilot and went through the elite Air Force Test Pilot
School.
Fulton spans the generations that have made this des -
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Police unit, corporations traded
information, sergeant testifies
LOS ANGELES (AP) A disbanded police intelligence unit swapped its information with that of banks and
corporations, a former member of the spy unit says.
Sgt. Perry Hutchinson also testified Monday that Security Pacific National Bank paid him as a consultant,
and he traded information with the bank regarding a terrorist group opposed to Philippine President Ferdinand
E. Marcos.
’His testimony came at the departmental disciplinary
hearing of suspended Detective Jay Paul, who Hutchison
worked with in the Public Disorder Intelligence Division
from 1979 to 1981.
Hutchison, now assigned to the Jail Division, said he
was the PDID’s liaison
with Security Pacific National Bank, adding that
the department "traded inSpartan Daily
formation" with the bank,
Serving the San Jose State
which had international
contacts.
University Community
The terrorist group reSince 1934
sponsible for bombings in
(USPS 589-480)
the Philippines was alleged
Second o 1,1,
by the Marcos regime to be
San Jin,e.l ’aloloor nod Mc:toner ot
run by opposition leader
California
Newspaper
PubBenigno S. Aquino Jr., then
lishers Association and the An.
sociated Press Published daily
in exile in this country.
by
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University.
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The

lannions expressed in the paper
are not necessarily those of the
Department of Journalism and

"We were concerned
with counterattacks on him
(Aquino)," Hutchison said.

cold and calculating and careful as we are. All that whitescarfing was for the bar after the flight."
"The mystique is here," said Air Force Capt. Clark
Waggoner, a student test pilot. "It’s hard not to feel apart
of it, given the surroundings out here."
The space shuttle, perhaps the ultimate experimental
aircraft, landed on Rogers Dry Lake, a 44-square-mile
patch of brown clay, after eight of its first nine space
flights. But that’s only the latest chapter.
It was to Rogers Dry
plane was sent by train
sporting a useless wooden
make its first test flights in

Lake that America’s first jet
covered with a shroud and
propeller as camouflage to
1942.

Old-timers claim a test pilot once donned a gorilla
suit and top hat as he took up the top secret XP-50A and
buzzed Army Air Corps trainee pilots who no doubt
lacked the nerve to tell anyone about the propellerless
plane with fire coming out of its tail and a top-hatted gorilla in the cockpit.
And it was over what was then called Muroc Army
Air Field that a 25-year-old World War II combat ace flew
an orange X-1 rocket plane through the sound barrier for
the first time in 1947. Many engineers had considered the
speed of sound a solid wall that would destroy any plane
which challenged it.
Instead, Capt. Charles E. Yeager became a legend in
flight test
possessor of the rightest of right stuff, that
vague quality that’s supposed to separate test pilots from
almost everyone else.
According to the book and movie that celebrated the
term, as well as the record books and lore of test pilots,

The bank had an extensive and
’very, very expensive’ library on
foreign countries that was not
available in the police
department.
Aquino was assassinated last August when he stepped
off a plane in Manila upon his return from three years of
self-imposed exile in the United States.
The bank had an extensive and "very, very expensive" library on foreign countries that was not available
in the Police Department, Hutchison said.
Hutchison also said that Exxon consulted the PDID
regarding security of the anchorage at the Alaskan oil
’port of Valdez. The PDID provided an assessment of a letter threatening Exxon’s offshore wells near Santa Barbara, he said.
Hutchison was called as a department witness to
identify some Olympics planning documents he wrote and
which were recovered from Paul. Paul is accused of storing such documents at his home and leaking them to a private right-wing organization, the Western Goals Foundation.

Edwards Air Force Base, in the stick -and-rudder days of
the late 1940s and 50s, was awash with right stuff. And
Chuck Yeager defined it.
"I’m not in awe of Yeager," said Broome, the student
test pilot. "I’m sure he was a great pilot, but he was also
in the right place at the right time."
The base is named after Capt. Glen Edwards, whose
experimental "flying wing" smashed into the desert in
1948. Other old-timers are remembered on the nondescript street signs of Edwards: Forbes Avenue, Bailey

’I really do dispute that there
was a white scarf era and age
of the iron men and the right
stuff and then there’s our era.’
- Ed Schneider
NASA flier
Avenue, Fitzgerald Boulevard, Lawrence Street. Farrell
Drive, Lilly Avenue, Mathusa Road, Adams Way.
The Air Force says 50 military test pilots have died at
Edwards since 1944. All but two were killed before 1970,
and none has died in the past eight years. The figures do
not include civilian fliers.
Still, Fulton said, "it would be foolish to forget that
flying airplanes has an element of risk to it. You certainly
respect that. The main thing is understanding your equipment."
The pilots point to the elaborate safety precautions of
a modern test flight, with dozens of people involved in preparations and monitoring, with computerized simulators,
wind tunnels and sometimes even remote-control models
checking out the procedures before a pilot goes up to expand the envelope, to take the plane or control system a
little farther than it’s been before.
That, they argue, is a long way from just taking up a
new plane and opening it up to see if the wings stay on.

Drugging drinks ruled unlawful
Court of Appeal finds tampering constitutes force
SAN FRANCISCO IATh
Shpping a drug into coffee to render a
robbery victim unconscious constitutes using force within the meaning
of the Penal Code, a Court of Appeal
has ruled in upholding a robbery
conviction.
Monday’s 2-1 decision also affirmed the 10-year, eight-month sentence received by Saban Dreas of
San Francisco for three counts each
of robbery, burglary and administering drugs with intent to commit a
felony: and two counts of auto theft.
In three incidents, Dreas patronized a bar, struck ups conversation with a customer and suggested
they have coffee. They would go to

the victim’s home where Dreas
would spike the victim’s coffee with
Lorazepan, a hypnotic sedative and
tranquilizer.
After the victim became
unconscious Dreas would take
money and valuable items of personal property in two incidents
more than 925,000, as well as the two
cars.
Under law robbery is felonious
taking of personal property from the
person or immediate presence "and
against his will, accomplished by
means of force or fear."
Dreas contended the evidence
was insufficient to uphold the robbery convictions because use of

drugs does not constitute -means of
force or fear" within the law.
The court noted the issue had
not been decided before in California but that legal authorities and
courts in other states unanimously
hold administering drugs to overcome the victim’s resistance does
constitute force.
The court also rejected claims
of reversible error on grounds
statements Dreas made to police
were involuntary and obtained in violation of his constitutonal rights.
Justice Marc Poche dissented,
saying the denial of Dreas’ right to
remain silent violated the Fifth
Amendment.
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LOS ANGELES (API Jury selection began yesterday in the civil rights violation case of a former California
Highway Patrol officer whose two Superior Court trials in
the sex slaying of a young woman ended with hung juries.
Like jurors in the John Z. De Lorean cocaine trafficking trial, prospective panelists for the George Gwaltney
case filled out questionnaires last week to see how they
were affected by extensive news media coverage of his
case.
Gwaltney, 42 and a 10-year CHP veteran, was indicted by a federal grand jury last November for allegedly violating the civil rights of Robin Bishop of Las
Vegas, whose body was found Jan. 11, 1982, near the desert town of Barstow close to a stretch of road which
Gwaltney patrolled.
She had been raped and shot in the head, police said.
The prospective jurors were being interviewed by
prosecution and defense attorneys in the court of U.S. District Judge Pamela Ann Rymer. About 150 jury candidates filled out the questionnaires last week, answering
questions about what they may have heard regarding the
case and their attitudes about sex crimes.
Gwaltney had been tried twice in San Bernardino
County Superior Court for the slaying of Bishop, and both
ended in hung juries.
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EDS presents you with the greatest
challenge of your life. And we can
prepare you to take it on, with the
Systems Engineering Development
( SED I Program.
The SED Program is the most
demanding and most rewarding
training program in the data processing
industry. As an EDS Systems Engineer,
you’ll have a unique role that involves
both the business and technical worlds.
You’ll be given a tremendous amount
of responsibility in programming and
analysis. And you’ll also have a lot of
opportunities to interact with the
customers/users you serve.
The SED Program lasts about 18
months, and will be among the most
intense learning experiences you’ll ever
have. SED Program Instructors are
seasoned EDS professionals, whose
knowledge is drawn from actual on-thejob experience. Throughout the
program, we support you with state-ofthe-art equipment and the optimal
environment for creative problem’
solving in technology. You emerge
but a business
not just a technician
person committed to customer
satisfaction. You gain practical
knowledge that places you far ahead
of your peers.
EDS is looking for bright individuals who want to win, and who are
willing to relocate and travel throughout
the country. We’d like to talk to

graduates with an outstanding record
of academic and extra -curricular
achievement, and a major in Manage
ment Information Systems, Computer
Information Systems, or Computer
Science. Any academic major with solid
business and data processing course work will be considered. A strong
business background,.and top-notch
communication skills are a must.
EDS is on the leading edge of
information processing technology.
We’re over 13,000 strong, and growing.
Our four major information processing
centers and EDS’NET network link
over 25,000 interactive terminals. And
we’re now one of the largest users of
IBM equipment in the world, with
operations in all 50 states and seven
foreign countries. Indeed, we’re taking
on the world in information processing.
Go ahead take it on with EDS
If interested, contact your Placement
Office to schedule an interview. Or,
write to: Bob Johnson, EDS, Electronic
Data Systems Corporation, 9343 Tech
Center Dr., Suite 110, Sacramento, CA
95826, An Equal Opportunity
Employer.

EDS

Electronic Data
Systems Corporation
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At :12, Gus the Gophersnake is older than the average SJS1:
student by about five years. He’s been here since 1953.
By Jessica Paioff
What does a nine-foot long, 12inch diameter, Satanic-looking boa
constrictor eat for lunch?
Anything she wants.
That was a real dilemma for
some kids from Oster School in San
Jose.
They visited the SJSU Science
Education Resource Center recently, where the main attraction is.
you guessed it, a nine-foot, I2-inch
diameter. Satanic-looking boa
"You can tell when she’s hungry. because she starts getting active," said Phyllis Swanson. Resource Center Director.
On this day, happily. Farusha
appeared quite serene.
Farusha is one of a number of
"vital" objects that can be checked
out of the Resource Center’s unique
library.
Although any currently enrolled
SJSU student with a valid student
body card can check out materials
there. the Center’s primary purpose
is to provide student teachers with
science materials they can use in
the classroom.
But many schools have restrictions about the kinds of animals that
can be brought into the classrooms.
so student teacher Gary Healy opted
instead for a field trip for his fifthgraders.
Because taking a bus would
have been too expensive, students’
moms helped out by driving. As nonplussed as they may have been by a
winding road, is how repulsed they
were by the side-winders.
"We’re just like the local library, you check things out here."

Swanson explained to the group
seated cross-legged on the floor
around her.
"A game I find kind of fun is ’Do
You Bite?’," she said.
"Do YOU bite?" she asked the
group
The responses came hesitantly.
"For those of you that don’t bite,
how do you eat?" Swanson teased.
Swanson brought Farusha out
first, and she was greeted by a
round of enthusiastic hellos and
some not-so-enthusiastic "groty’s".
"She’s really heavy, isn’t she?"
Swanson said as she draped the
snake across six consecutive laps.
"Did she have dinner already?"
joked slightly nervous Justin Woods,
11.
Next. Swanson brought out Gus,
a 5’, -foot-long gopher snake, draped
around her arm. Gus, she explained,
has been at SJSU for 31 years.
He was followed by Zoro. the desert iguana and Chuck the Chuckwalla, and the tarantula. Miss Tara
Antula.
After a little desensitization therapy, timidity gave way to curiousity.
The kids petted Farusha and let
her slither over their laps They handled Gus. Some of them put Chuck
and Zoro on their heads and let them
climb through their hair, and let
Tara walk over their hands.
The moms all hung back, unabashedly squeamish.
"Well, umm, I touched a
snake." said Tracy Pearson’s mom,
Debbie, on the way out.
Maybe reptiles really are just
child’s play.

Chuck the Chuckwalla finds a nice
place to rest, but he must be a little

confused: Since when do rocks have
hair? Corey Rodrigues doesn’t seem

to mind. Chuck has a social calendar,
like all the SERC residents.

. . . child’s play

Farusha caresses Christine Bailey’s knees and
makes her way toward Kimberly Miller, who recoils

in fright. Lisa Rice. left, waits her turn, and Darcy
Smith just seems glad to have been passed by.

Top, left/ Chris Flores, Joe Jacob, Kenny Campbell. and
Patrick D’Arcy look on as they’re introduced to Gus.

Photos by Ron Fried

Student Assistant Gary Healy engaged in
some action-packed turtle watching. The

SERC collection also includes rabbits, ham sters and two cockroach colonies.
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By Frank Lopez
In a sport where a
champion is seperated
from the also-swams by
mere fractions of a second,
one SJSU athelete is taking
long strokes toward placing herself in that champion category.
The sport is swimming. the athlete is AllAmerican Angie Wester,
and she just keeps getting
better and better.
Last week’s NCAA

championships, which took
SJSU rode Angie
place in Indianapolis, In- wake to a national ranking
diana, are indicative of this -ef 23, the best finish by any
fact. Her 55.19 in the 100 NorPac team, and the best
yard butterfly is over a SJSU finish since 1975
second faster than her pre- when the Spartans were
vious best, and her 2:01,T.3 led by former Olympian
in the 200 yard butterfly is Lynn Vidali.
an amazing two seconds
faster then she ever swam
have
would
"We
it before. The times al- ranked in the top twenty if
lowed Wester to return to they didn’t count diving,"
SJSU ranked seventh in the mused SJSU swim coach
nation in the 200 and sixth Jack Mourner. He wasn’t
in the 100.
kidding;
the Spartans
would have finished at
number 17 if the diving
competition wasn’t part IA
the scoring.

Craig Sailor
. Angie 1(Vester

"It felt great," said
Wester about her success,
"It’s the first time I’ve
placed in five years of
going to the nationals."
Despite having "good
coaching" in her previous
trips to nationals, Wester
attributes much of her improvement to the help Mutimer has given her. "I
don’t think they Iprevious
coaches) got me mentally
ready for the competition.
Jack did."
Wester’s improved her
limes over the last year,
but it has come as little suprise to either her or her
coach.
"I expected it," she
said. "My trainning was
different. My attitude was
different, and I was alot
more confident."
Mutimer echoed her
sentiments. saying, "We
were in very close agreement without saying anything."
Wester’s and Mutim-

Spartan Daily file photo
Sophomore Angie Wester led the Spartan swim team to their highest national ranking in six years,
swimmer -coach
er’s
hard couple laps.
Even with the NCAA’s a feat and feels, "The only each morning, it is highly
relationship is very close
Only a sophomore, over. Wester’s season isn’t. way I’d be dissapointed unlikely that Wester’s
and playful one. Unlike
Wester will return to the Her
sparkling
perfor- would be to worsen my times will do anything but
many coaches who ride a
SJSU swim team for two mance at the NCAA’s qual- times."
continue to get better and
hard line vocally to inspire
more seasons, which quite ified her for the Olympic
In the pool by 7 a.m. better.
their players. Mutimer
pleases
Mu- trials which take place in
naturally
uses wit to move his swimtimer, "It’s outstanding. I late June. Can she make
mers, including Angie.
only hope I can get more the team?
"I’m a great tease,"
(swimmers) like her."
"I have as good as
He said. "If someone’s
Besides being an excel- chance as anyone," she
going to swim for me they
lent athlete the coach de- said. Her main goal, how*Racquetball
have to have a sense of
scribes Wester as someone ever, is to make it to the
humor,"
who is willing to listen to Olympic finals. To succeed
*Aerobics
During practice. Muothers to improve her tech- she’ll have to finish in the
* Nautilus Fitness Center
timer jokes with Wester.
nique.
top eight in the trials.
"That’s a smidgen better,
"She is a very coachaRegardless. Wester re*Volleyball, and More
not a bunch, but a little betble athelete," he said sim- alizes just qualifying for
ter," he said. following a
the Olympic trials is quite
ply
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SJSU golfers breeze to first tournament victory
By Paul Lloret
SJSU’s golf team captured its first tournament of the
season last weekend with a first place finish at the NorCal
Intercollegiate at the Elkhorn Country Club in Stockton.
The Spartans swept the top three places in the tournament. Freshman Larry Silveira was the medalist. The 18-

Golf
year-old from Oatley. California shot a 72-69-72-213 to
lead SJSU.
"I expected him to win," golf coach Jerry Vroom
said. "He was the number-one junior player in Northern
California last year. He’s accustomed to winning."
Finishing in second place was Spartan ace Carl Lundquist. The senior played on a familiar course Stockton
is his hometown. Lundquist finished with a 71-70-73-214
Lied with teammated Dan Coughlin. Coughlin, a junior

from Redding. carded a 75-70-69-214.
Vroom mentioned that both Lundquist and Coughlin
were in positions to tie or win the tournament. "We had
three people in good positions to win. Carl I Lundquist ) put
himself two shots back by knocking a ball out of bounds.
That was a two-shot penalty." Vroom said. He also said
that Coughlin barely missed an 80-foot birdie on the 18th
hole.
The Spartans had finished in second place at three
prior tournaments this season. However. at Stockton the
Spartans were golfing on a familiar course. Over the past
four years. SJSU has captured three tournament titles
golfing on the ELkhorn Country Club’s 54-hole course.
SJSU finished with 1079, ahead of the University of
Nevada -Reno’s 1096 and the University of Pacific’s 1100.
Oregon and Oregon State rounded off the top five finishers.
"One of the things that was significant about the tour
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nament was that the team was three over par for the fin.(i
36 holes, I think that’s quite good," Vroom said.
The Spartan golfers will return to action on April 7
and 8 when they participate in the U.S. Collegiate Invitational at Stanford.
"We’ll be facing a much stronger field and it will be a
much stronger test." Vroom said. San Diego State.
Fresno State, Southern California, UCLA, and Stanford
( the host ) are all entered in the tournament.
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The Microsystems Group is involved in the design, development, fabrication and assembly of devices from digital logic circuits and MOS memories
to microprocessors and advanced CCD (charge-coupled device) circuits
that act as both image sensors and signal processing devices.

If you’re an outstanding Engineering Graduate in Electrical, Chemical or
related field, Fairchild can position you on the threshold of one of the
most dynamic, future-oriented industries.
The excitement begins the minute you graduate. The challenge lasts a
lifetime Opportunities are available in Research, Design, Product Engineering, Process Engineering, Advanced Development Engineering, Marketing
Engineering, and Production Supervision. Our MicroSystems Group has
locations in New York and California. We can offer you the location most
suitable to your professional goals and lifestyle.
Y011r ideas could create the next revolution in semiconductor technology
Like to hear more about us?
Our company representative will be on your campus
Wednesday, April 11, 1984.
There will be a company presentation on
Tuesday, April 10, 1984.

See your campus placement office to secure an interview and receive information on the location and time of our presentation. We are an equal
opportunity employer, M /
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SJSU hurler wins NCBA honor Rose guides Spartan netters
to fourth-place tourney finish

By Joe Roderick
Ron Rooker, who one -ha Washington last week
and beat USF Saturday, was named the Northern California Baseball Association Player of the Week yesterday.
Rooker. the Spartans’ 6-foot -6, 215-pound transfer

Baseball
from Orange Coast College. checks in with a 5-2 record
and a 2.09 ERA.
"I’m really delighted," Rooker said. "This is a
pleasant surprise. This is the first time I’ve won anything since I was a freshman."
Rooker won the award based largely on his performance against Washington, a 3-0 Spartan win. Dale
Moore accounted for the only hit off Rooker, a lead-off
single in the third inning. Only one other batter
reached base thereafter.
That was one of my better pitched games."
Rooker said. "1 felt everything was working for me. I
was in control all the way."
Rooker wasn’t quite as sharp against USF in a 9-3
Spartan win. He was a little rusty early on, but was untouchable after the fifth.
Rooker allowed seven hits, including two triples in
the fourth inning. "I threw one up there to one guy
( Dave Sheldon) and he promptly said thank you."

Rooker said. "I knew I was in trouble when their gu.
leads off the game with a single up the middle.
"I was lazy the first couple of innings. I had to concentrate and bear down."
Rooker is third in the NCBA in ERA. Only Reno’s
Greg Hutsell (1.441 and Santa Clara’s David Blakley
(1.801 are ahead of Rooker. But both Hutsell and Blakley, primarily relievers, have pitched only 25 innings.
Rooker, meanwhile, has pitched 60 innings, while registering six complete games.
"I kind of feel I’m one of the better pitchers in the
league," Rooker said. "I haven’t seen everybody yet.
but I feel I’m up there."
Rooker is also up there in batting, ranking 17th in
the NCBA with a .333 average.
NOTES The Spartans, 16-13-1 entering yesterday’s non-league game with UCLA, resume NCBA
play tonight, hosting St. Mary’s College in a 5:30 p.m.
double-header at Municipal Stadium. . . The Spartans
are 3-0 in NCBA action, while St. Mary’s is 2-1 in league
and 12-14 overall entering a game with Stanford yesterday. . . Kevin Adams and Huck Hibberd will get the
starting assignments for SJSU. The Gaels likely will
counter with Bryan Smith and Don Dunster. Smith is
fourth in the NCBA with a 2.22 ERA and has a 2-1 record. . . If the Spartans beat UCLA yesterday, they’ll
go for a team record 13 straight wins in the first game
against the Gaels.

By Frank Lopez
The SJSU women’s tennis team sent three singles
players to semi-final round action, and one doubles team
to the finals, while placing fourth overall at the Sacramento Invitational Tournament held over the weekend.
Julie Rose, who had been playing No. 3 singles just
prior to the tournament moved up to the No. 2 flight and
advanced to the semi-finals by getting past Nicki Meyer
of Sacramento State in the opening round and Jean Minnhan of Hayward State in the quarter’s by identical 6-2, 61 scores.
Clare Thompson of United States International University defeated Rose in the semi-final round 6-1, 6-3, before going on to capture the title in the No. 2 single’s
bracket.
The Spartan who came closest to advancing into the
singles championship round was Anh-Doa Espinosa in
flight 5 singles. After victories over Fullerton State’s
Susan Bugaliski 6-4, 6-3, and Nevada -Reno’s Kathy Leon-

Tennis

Invaders, 0-5 fire another coach
OAKLAND AP) The Oakland Invaders, 0-5 in the
United States Football League this season, fired offensive
coordinator Doug Gerhart Tuesday. No replacement was
named.
The Invaders won the Pacific Division with a 9-9 record in 1983 but have been averaging 4.8 points per game
in 1984. They lost, 14-10. Saturday to the San Antonio Gunslingers. who are now 1-4.
Coach Chuck Hutchison said Gerhart was "an excellent coach with a proven record" but said the change was
necessary for the good of the team.
"I do not believe the evironment exists in our organization that would allow Doug to utilize all of his talents."
said Hutchison.
"By environment, I mean that Doug has offensive
philosophies designed more for veteran players who have
played together a long time. We have a young team here
which hasn’t played together very long."

The Invaders face the Pittsburgh Maulers, 1-4, Sunday in Pittsburgh.
Gerhart was offensive coordinator for the San Francisco 49ers of the National Football League, 1976-77; offensive coordinator for the Detroit Lions in 1978: and receivers coach for the Chicago Bears in 1979. He was in
private business before joining the Invaders last year.
Effler also announced Tuesday that the Invaders had
signed 22-year-old linebacker Jerome Boyd. The 6-foot -1,
227-pounder played for Oregon State and tried out in the
Seattle Seahawks’ NFL camp in 1983

ard 6-0,6-1, Espinosa stretched Gensre Gobat (Hawaii) to
three sets before losing 3-6, 6-4, 0-6.
Spartan coach Lisa Beritzhoff said Espinosa played a
smart match, changing things up and moving the ball
around to split the first two sets, but Gobat "played a
nearly flawless third set" for the win.
The third Spartan to reach the semi’s was Lynda
Rose in flight six singles, Before dropping a 1-6, 1-6,
match to Susan Medrano (Nevada -Reno), Rose breezed
past Karen Osterkamp (Fullerton State), 6-1,6-I, and Jill
Lucas (Santa Clara), 6-2, 6-1.
In No. 1 doubles Rochelle Morrison and J. Rose teamed to beat doubles teams from Santa Clara, St. Mary’s.
and USIU before dropping a final round decision to Vera
Cruz and Rose Thomas of Hawaii.
In opening round play SJSU was extremely successful, advancing five players in six singles matches and
three doubles teams to the quarter finals. As a team
SJSU’s 14 points placed them fifth among 15 teams, behind Minnesota ( 14.51, Fullerton (16.5). Hawaii (18.5>.
and USIU ( 20).
"1 was happy with our finish," said Beritzhoff, "I

think we did very well. The girls played very consistently
and very determined."
The Spartans finish could give them a psychological
advantage as NorPac play starts to heat up over the next

‘. . . I think we did very well. The
girls played very consistently
and very determined’
Lisa Beritzhoff
Tennis coach

few weeks. Cal and Pepperdine are the two favorites to
finish atop the conference, leaving SJSU, Santa Clara,
Fullerton State, and Fresno State to vie for the remaining
two playoff spots. Both Cal and Santa Clara finished behind the Spartans in the Sacramento tourney.
Tennis notes SJSU faced Fresno State yesterday at
Fresno. Before the match Beritzhoff commented on the
psychological advantage the Spartans may have gained
over the Bulldogs by finishing ahead of them in the tournament. "It’s nice to know we came out ahead of them,"
she said. The results from the match will appear in tomorrow’s Spartan Daily.
The Spartans host the University of Hawaii today at
2:00 p.m. and conference foe USF tomorrow at 2:30p.m.

CHANGE TO CHOICE
for personalized & confidential
women’s health care.
Family planning
Gynecological services
PMS program
Pregnancy testing
Abortion seruice
awake or asleep

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
with student

A.S. LEISURE SERVICES
presents:

identification

Choice Medical Group
358-2766

15215 National Ave. 100, Los Gatos, CA

Team spokesman Geno Effler said Hutchison will
start looking for a replacement "immediately" and he
predicted a choice would be made by next week "at the
latest."
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Bug Problems?

81.00/CLA55 111. WEEK SESSION FAS54121
111.30/CLASS IDROIINI

1A evitiesday-March 28-8:00-11:00

KRIM; Si 1T (IC TOM FL a TENSIS SHOES

Passage

277-2858 lop ..... Pinformation

call

snRING SCHEDULE tat,. REVISED 3-13 II

Volkswagen Special
(Good All Semester)
I. Tune up
2. Adjust eats-es
Al! For
3. Check compression
4. Set timing
5. Adjust carburetor 0
6. Change oil
7.3 quarts ol oil
Plus parts if needed
8. Lubrication
9. Adjust brakes
Offer good for:
Pre -1972 Busses, all bugs
10 Brake fluid
Kerman Ghias, Fastbacks.
11. Transmission fluid -add
’,nowt -ha,
12 1-leilios flindadd

nly $25

Spartan Mobil
11th & San Carlos
294-1562

Same Great Location for 15 years

49’
41)__

FOR S.J.S.U. STUDENTS AND STAFF

SESSION II

MARCH 26 - MAY 10 Irte Om 9.11 lb

MONDAYS
awn
WEDNESDAYS

3 30

TUESDAYS
mad
THURSDAYS

530

Thursday-March 29-8:30-Midnight
BAMMIE Award Winner
"Hush"
with
"Safe Insane"

19,

PER 1018

’

630 PM
PER 1018

Friday-March 30-8:00-11:00
George and the Winders
Henry Weinhardt Promo Night

MG III

1 up al 00000 any

. 00000 ,,,,

PER 10111

11,30 PM
ayl

4

99.9eclatd oluden.

GET IN ON THE BOOM

TeleVideo Portable Computers
O. TeleVideo Systems, Inc.
Price onoudes
$.11 9 9500 TEL EWRITE.

--)ne RS -232C modem
2 DS/DD disk drive
CO,’
9" Monitor with true
64K dynamic RAM
amber color
MEMORY
Standard graphics
excandable to 12111ci
resolution of 640240
Pixels
with
port
printer
parallel
One
IBM (18-255 Connector
One RLJ 1C Super Mouse p, rt

elo

TELECALC, AND
TELEGRAPH SOFTWARE

For Immediate Re/ease

"OGURA-100 POETS"

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

This original color woodcut by
KUNIYOSHI - Japan (1797 1861) is one
of the many original prints to be presented
by MARSON LTD. at

15% Student Discount

The Student Union
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PRICES SLASHED 15%
ON QUALITY CAMPING AND SKIING EQUIPMENT

TO

30%

-COME BUY EARTH TOYS -

located on-campus next to the bakery
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Oscars expected to drown
in sea of press credentials
LOS ANGELES (AP) -"It’s like trying to put 25
pounds of stuffing into a I2-pound turkey," says an
Academy aide of the demand for press credentials to
cover the annual Oscar bash.
The biggest event of the year for the film industry
attracts media from all over the world, and that
proves a boon for the Academy of Motion Pictures Arts
and Sciences. Also a headache.
The center of coverage for the big night is the
fourth floor above the huge stage of the Los Angeles
Music Center. That’s where media people watch the
show on TV monitors and have the chance to interview
and photograph the winners as they are brought
backstage.
"The trouble is that we have a finite amount of
space on the fourth floor," explains Richard Kahn, veteran film marketing executive who heads the Academy’s Public Relations Coordinating Committee. "Not
only do we get more requests for credentials every
year; individual organizations are always asking for
more people to cover the Oscars."
"Everyone should be credentialed, but we have
room for only 225 persons," adds Bob Werden, press
liaison for the awards. "Any more, and the fire
marshal goes berserk. He even threatens to close down
the whole operation, which could be pretty embarrassing when the winners come through."
Accreditation for the Oscars is handled by Kahn’s
committee, consisting of two public relations members of the board of governors, Regina Gruss and John
Flinn; plus representatives of ABC, which is televising
the event, and Ruder Finn and Rotman, the New Yorkbased firm which has handled the Academy’s public
relations for 27 years.

508.4E-n-iiNCy
62".MiXED CANK, 510

"We meet every two weeks at 8:30 Tuesday morning, starting in November," Kahn remarked. "Our
aim is to get the widest exposure possible, not only (il
the awards, but of the events leading up to them."
The first big push comes with the nominations
Three hundred media appeared at the Academy’s Beverly Hills headquarters in February to hear Mickey.
Rooney and Academy president Gene Allen announce
the contenders.
Three years ago the Academy initiated a luncheon, at which the president hands nominees their
certificates. "They all say the same thing: ’It sure
beats getting it in the mail,- Kahn said.
The event also helps whip up interest in the
awards. This year 13 TV crews showed up at the Beverly Hilton Hotel to shoot such contenders as Shirley
MacLaine, Debra Winger, Michael Caine and Amy Irving.
Coverage of the awards has become ritualistic
After the winners claim their Oscars, they are escorted by elevator from stage level to the fourth floor
Then they are led through four rooms: deadline photos
wire services, Los Angeles newspapers, a few others); general photos ( magazines, syndicates, etc.
print and radio reporters; television.
"After the deadline photos, the winners have the
option of skipping the other rooms," says Werden. But
even reclusive recipients like Diane Keaton and Robert DeNiro are so elated that they are willing to face
the press.
This year the Academy has instituted five pool
cameras which TV crews can plug into. That has
solved some of the crush. Last year 25 TV crews had to
he accommodated.
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SPARTAGUIDE
Career Planning and Placement will conduct a seminar on researching and and preparing for effective interviewing at 5:30 tonight in the S.U. Costanoan Room. At
2:30 p.m. tomorrow it will present Co-op Orientation in
the Costanoan Room.
The History Department will present a guest lecture
on "Socialist Internationalism or National Interest?" by
Soviet expert Dr. Dietrich Andre Loeber at 10:30 a.m.
today in the S.U. Costanoan Room.
Angel Flight will have an information table set up
from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. tomorrow in front of the Student
Union. For more information contact Kendra Johnson at
277-8892.
The Jesse Jackson Rainbow Coalition will hold a
meeting at 5 p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union A.S.
Council Chambers. For more information call Carmen at
729-0603, or Barbara at 274-6621.

MEChA will present guest speaker Jorge Gonzalez at
3 p.m, today in the S.U. Guadalupe Room. For more information call Francisco Dominguez at 971-0523.
lion Building Room 206. For more information call Muriel
at 277-3690 or 277-3691.

The Society of Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta
Chi will present speaker Ed Davis, lawyer for the San
Jose Mercury News, at 11 a.m, today in Dwight Bentel
Hall Room 203.
SJSU College Republicans will hold its weekly meeting from 8 p.m. to 9 tonight in the S.U. Montalvo Room.
For more information call Paul Mezzetta at 736-2282.
The India Student Association will hold a general
meeting at 1:30 p.m. today in the S.U. Guadalupe Room,
Call Asha Butani at 277-8642 for more information.
The Community Committee for International Students will provide tutoring for all international students
from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. every day this week in Administra-

Epsilon Pi Tau/DOTSA will sponsor a HP 150 personal computer demonstra ion from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. today
in Industrial Studies Room 216. For more information
contact Rudy Rugebregt at 971-8653.
Campus Ministry will hold a "Meet and Eat Luncheon" from noon to 1 : 30 p.m. tomorrow at the Campus
Christian Center. Peace advocate Ira Sandpeil will speak.
For more information contact Norb Firnhaber at 298-0204.
The American Institute for Foreign Study will hold a
free information meeting on London Semester at noon tomorrow in the S.U. Umunhum Room. For further infor-

mation contact Linda at 277-3781.
Black Students of Engineering will sponsor a tour of
Lockheed at 1:30 p.m. tomorrow. They will meet at 12:45
p.m. in the Engineering Building Room 148. Transportation will be provided. For more information call 277-2214.
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will discuss
"Stewardship in Missions" from 7 p.m. to 8:15 p.m. tomorrow in the S.U. Costanoan Room. Call Mark Houseman at 295-0224 for more information.
The Air Force ROTC Fellowship will discuss "God’s
Leadership in Military" at 10:30 a.m, tomorrow in MacQuarrie Hall Room 438. For more information call John
Redmond at 277-8919.

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
DENTAL VISION PLAN Enroll now.
Save money teeth and eyes For
ontormation see AS Office or cell
phone 140131371 6811
OON’T LOOK ANY Further, BAPTIST
Student Union rs for you Everyone
is welcome Come coin on soak
day Bible study at 11 300n Tues
days in the Guadalupe Ron of the
Student Union For demi. on our
other Bible studoes and activities
On campus cell Karen et 377
0772
GIVE THE GIFT only you can give to
beeutdul
someone you love.
color portraot by John Paulson Pho
tography 448 23813
HEALTH INSURANCE, Operations and
hospitel rooms cost more then you
For health insurenne to help
psy soaring hospitaneurpscal biOs
check with Stile Farm Eden yen
think

Nortwick Agent State Farm Ins
978 7171
’REGARD MAN AS A MINE rich in
gems of ineetirneble value Educe
loon cal alone cane it to reveal
its ...urea and enable mankind
to benefit therefrom’ Bat%) Writ
imp
SUMMER ’84 IN PERU Travel to Lorna.
Cuzco Machu Picchu Arneson
etc Total exponent. in Spenosh
and Peruviert culture Earn 7 units
or more Learn by living with Pe
rumen family Cal Dr Hamilton
Oept of Foreign Languages 277
2576 Lee. your name address
and phone numbs,
UNINSURED MOTORIST BEWARE,
New Nrat - Automatically lose your
drivers license Good student end
non smoker discounts Call for
quote 280 7426 Auto renters
end life Mane Formica Insurance
WMITEWATER GUIDE SCHOOL Apr
14 22 9 days on river trainong
evening almoners Includes equip
man textbooks meets camping
4350 VIC McLeen’ Wild River
Tours P0 8. 500. Lotus, Ca
19161 626 5042
95651
PLOYMENT AVAILABLE also

EM

WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Can
ter Sunday Luthern 1046 em
Canhohc 400 and 800 P.
dr, group Tuesday a 500
pm Please cell Crimp. Mono.,
198 0204 for worship counseling
plower, and study opportunities
Rey Natalie Shores Fr Bob Hey.
Se Joan Peneras Rev Norb Forn
haw

AUTOMOTIVE
79 PONTIAC SUNBIRD AT. Tope
orig own. very clean 82300
Eves 247 3627
78 RENAULT LE CAR Clean. good
tires
now
good we,
cond
$1875Mo 288 7012, 294 7280
73 MOB great ehape New top, wire
wheels In mraes AM -FM cessinte
$1700,bo 267 3039

FOR SALE
CUSTOM AIRBRUSHED T shoot We
hendpint shirts use,/ your ,de
design or photo We not only
drone ars & trucks we Pant ea,
Mono on enythingoo yen monde end
canoe.,. Cell RAT RIDER 14081
268 1500 4718 Mondial Ave
it Ikanhern Letl Alp, Bete Can
Is’ Sen Jose
IBM IOPPWRITERS @meting model 0
call 258
$15000
elan..
3881

URGENT SALE, All interoor furnishings
from 3.000 so tt luau, Som.
Custorned desogned sofa & love

TOGO’S HIRING, Deyshoh sandwich
makers Apply at 528 Lawrence
Expwy Sunnyvale 2 4 pm

seat 4450 00 5 pasce bedroom
suite *55000 8 pece formal don
mg room suite cost 41675 00 Sell

WAITRESS AND BUSPERSON wanted
tor Japanese eeeee wont in Morgan
Hill 779 8440

$800 00 8 It lighted pecan well
unots
coo.
8127500.
sell

512hr

ATTRACTIVE woman wanted
to model for amateur photogra
photo Cell Chns at 998 0503

5650 00 Coll. & end tables
lamps. stereo Can help deliver
14081238,9809

CLEAN 4 BOOM’? be house 4 rent
Walk to SJSU quoit st detached
tog garden
garage
1 2 bent,

HELP WANTED
AIRLINES
HIRING,
reservenonistsi
Worldrandei

Stewardesses
$14 439.000

Call

for

Guide, Newsletter
44400
COMPUTER

MKT

HOUSING

Directory
1 916 944

RESEARCH

Firm

High Tech market eeeee rch firm
looking for PT person Duties on
clod.
telephone & library to
peach
typing
filing
gopher
ong.etc Good opportunny for per
son willing to learn Fleible hos
send maw, no calls to Gordon
Devid Software Acne. Int . 2685
Man, Way
Ste
1320 Mtn
Way Ca 94043
CRUOSESHIPS HIRING, 116 830,000.
Corr/bean Hawaii. World Call for
Guide Directory Newsletter
1
916 944 4440
DISHWASHER WANTED, Lunch 11 3
Minato Sulk, Jeri eeeee cuisine
617N 13th St Call 998 9711
DRAMA
STUDENTS,
Looking
for
work’ Here’s something you’ll do
well at Guerent.d salary plus bo
num for phone saMs Days or
evsnoops no experience Call 354
1777 Mr Collins We want you
WAREHOUSE To drove light
van in & around SJ el ternoons &
Sat morn Must know ore. well

DRIVER

Clean DMV
neat lopppeerance
55 5015r Steady 298 4900 Mr
Jeff
EXTRA SCHOOL MONEY, South Bay
ratio eeeee rch needs phone help
25 30/hrs syle Call Ken eller 3
p w .1 288 5400
FULL OR PART time positions with ni
tions lastest growing sporting
good. mfg Innovative new con
cept For imp, cell 354 2004
HELP WANTED McDONALD’s
welt ebove min wage. all his
avail Inters.. Mon Fri 3.4 pm
Los (Woe 356 3095
HERRING GROUP HOMES homes for
male youth 13 18 yrs 15 looking
for child care Staff volunteer end
Cell
peed posnonns are avalble
Mr LePlant et 729 5126 ¶03
LIVE IN RESIDENT Mane., lor ply
oho geriatric fad, Room board
good salary loberel time off be.
fits Resume to 291 N
Sow Jose. Ca 95112

10th Sr

OPPORTUNITIES IN ENGN Empneers
FE,CS Chem , Mach Soft..,e
on. compile. sack Sr Tech.
R&D FS , Oa Test vacuum red
cern corms chip &sooners Send
raceme and call 971 8333 No
fees not an egency Hitech Asso
crates 33 E Sao Fernendo St
301 S J
RELIABLE PERSON for 13 hrs
$7 00 hr tor house cleenmg Flex
hrs Cell 297 3828
SECRETARY WANTED, Pert time *oh
good phone voice Flexible hrs
351hr Cell 732 4443
TELEPHONE ASSISTANT fleahle
verse/Ned Imlay piny bonuses
Cell Bee Nicely et 993 0631

central
01100

ht

AC

61 100/mnth.
737 7111 or

deposit

998 1096 Robert
DORMER LAKE CABIN, 3 bd... 2
bath completely modern. 1450
w.k 0
$275 weekend 374
9491
M/F TO SHARE 3 bdtm duplex. 5 mm
to SJSU Room’, 1 3 utle 0195
dep Janice 279-8215
11511

FOR

RENT

In

beau

Victorian

frm
SJSU
across
house
3185,mo ufil free 354 8117
v
RM

IN 3 BOR. HOUSE $250 .-spat
ufil Kitchen prov nr SJSU clean
specious Oscar 947 8052

SANTA CLARA LAWYER hes nice Ig 4
bdrrn home w,extres to share Re
verse 20 min commute to sch
0350 mo Rich 244 3605 mess
SUMMER SUUBLET I ...had studio
in Willow Glen Large belcony
Mocha, pool 4385.mo from 5
24 %Fell Call 265 8481

PERSONALS

toff Stevens Crab Blvd)
FREE 2 -MINUTE PREGNANCY TEST
Introduce yourself to our proles
’ionel friendly low cost health
cant services We have. full range
of (MGM Procluding family plan
ning and sbortionl ferrety med,
cone end psychotherapy depart
man, We’re located right around
the corner from SJSU at 15th &
Santa Clara Streets Cell Women’s
Community Clinic Inc at 287
4090 for information ancficer ap
Pointments Bring this ad for a free
pregnancy test

more Call now 408 274-2231
Open 9 00
7 00 pm Mon Fri
1861 Burdens Do St OS J
MOVE THROUGH LIFE with Math Con
fidencei The Math Institute offers
help in the form of 3 and/or 6 hour
intensoves Overcoming Math Ana
let, Arithmetic for Adults. Basic
Algebra, Geometry
CBEST or
ELME Preperation Group and,o1
provate tutoring evadable 14081
295 6066
PERSONALIZED POSTCARDS, From
YOur B & W negatives $195 ea

Also

ham.,

pillows,

and

covers of the same fine quality at
affordable prices
Student dis
counts
OREAMSWEET
458
9710. 298 4183
INVITATIONS & CERTIFICATES for all
occasions and all budgets Celli
graphy our specie, For Free E.
Invitations
metes C.
Inc 408,286 3444
LOOKING FOR A WEDDING Photo.
teacher , If there were
wey you
could ha. a bantam time at your
wedding end still get national
award wonnong photography you
would went to know more about it
wouldn’t you, For the past
seven years John Paulson ’s Pilo
tography hes been door% post that
for ma, couples Perhaps we can
do the same tor you, Please call
John Paulson Photography 448

Send negative
strip and nom indiceting photo
choice Mo09 with check or money
order to Photo Cards 1900 to,
re. Dr . Sect C 95825
PIANO LESSONS on your own horne
Stephen Mello MA on musoc Sec
Jo. State Call 971 7519
RENTAL OKRM $4 per hr inc chasm
cals & dry mount press Cell to,
spa 9 5 deolc 101 Sat We sm,
coalios in darn supploes. I armoring
Kodak Ilford Oroentelaudar 1 de,
slide process by Kodak Discount
Carnets Subs 451 So 4th Sr
SJ 275964$
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY at reasons
hie
You keep the negatives
Ca1114081252 4283
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY, E.,p
tional qua, end ratable service
doesn I have to be soxpensive F01
cornpNte coverage et very affords
ble rat. cell anytime TAKAT
SUNO
PHOTOGRAPHY
377
2050

TYPING

2388

frod me
BE LEGALLY ORDAINED
deotielo legellee your right to the
Write
World
title ’Reverend
Chnstienship 1618 Sussex Clo
vie Ca 93612
GIRLS, TIRED of the same OLD LINES,
So ere we 2 handsome men in
20 seek the compeny of 2 at
de, of fine
trac women for

MONTE AL BAN MEDICAL Caton IS pro
voding free’ peg lest end Pap
smears A low cost bang.’ Span
Ish speaking clinic offering a lull
range Other servoces st a r.sona
ble fee are 08.GYN abortion full
term preneml care pediatric care
pre martial enema peosonat
cases physical therapy and much

good wine & compeny & en eve
with BILLY JOEL Billy Joel fan a
Cell Brie
chance
must, Take
&En.. 293 3550

You to stay continue you; school
ing It you ere proponent end need
help you won fond someone on listen
end help et BIRTHRIGHT Call us
day or night 241 8444 Conti
dentoel Help with Dorm,

ACCURATE
TYPING
ABSOLUTELY
that s tops
Trust Tony
296
2087 IBM Selectric Available 7
days weakly All work guarenteed
ACCURATE

TYPING Pent
depend
able conscientious Eaperienced
in typing term papers Masi. re
pont etc Sunnyvale 7388910

get your 1. *PP, e 1 2 P.c.
’Unwanted Hair Disappeert With
Gwen Chelpren RE
My Care
559 3500 1645 5 Bascom A.
C -11alr Today Gone Tomorrow -

wknds by request Cell Jane 251
5942

IBM

INNOVATIVE COMPUTER SERVICES,.
located righo across the street
horn SJSU for your convenience,
We specialize in Nsumes tarn pa
pets thesis rnadong lobs% & repot
move loners, Call ICS it 292
8461 for an appoorstmenti We

ACCURATE TYPING that@ fast and de
pendable IBM correcting .lectroc
Work guaranteed
978 1445

Cell Renee’ at

AMPARA S EXPERIENCED Word Pro
ceasing Typong Services All kinds
727499$
969 4491
14151
Scott Blvd 6 San Tomas Expwy
CALL LINDA for professional typing
word processing
$1 50/page
’double waned pi. typal 10 day
free disk stow@ Cassette nen
scripbon scalable Nest Almaden
Eapsray
& Branham In
G.,
enteral quick return on all papers
Phone 264 4504
TERM PAPERS theses resumes for ell
Your typing needs cell Perfect In/
pressions
996 3333
student
eeeee Located in Campbell
EASYTYPE SECRETARIAL SERVICE
Reports theses resumes bum
nest letters
Word processing
...le Fast end accumm cell
249 0412
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for till your
typing needs
reports resumes
theses profesmonal quality fest
LOW
RATES
accurate
end
101 25/pg double sp..1
Re
sumes from 115 00 Call Pam et
247 2681 Located in Sante Clem
near San Tomas and Monroe
HAYMOND IL TYSON Secretarial Say
ice Fell accurate prof typing
IBM Selectroc II Call Sharon it
926 9224
HELLO STUDENTS, I’m beck salon to
type your papers se the same ex

SELECTRIC
secrets,
very
resonable Los All. Pat at 901
2917

h.. very cheep rates plus 10%
ohl your first servo..
INTELLIGENT TYPING Fate. typeng
.editong service
specialoting in
...dem. work
Famikar with
maiot style menu. In Mountaon
Voew with easy access from High
ways 280 end 101 Connie
K leen 141519R7-0792
MASTERPIECE TYPING for that Perfect
Paper’ Profeseional work guar
ante.
Theses
Reaumros
and
Legel on IBM Selerinc Proofread
ing premolar end spelling gn
provernents upon request
SJSU Rene at 287 6050

Eat+

Two
One
Days
Day
3 Lines 83.10 $3.80
4 Lines $3.80 $4.50
5 Lines $4.50 $5.20
6 Lines $5.20 $5.90
Each Additional Line Add

Throe
Days
$4.15
$4.85
$5.55
$6.25
0.70

Four

Five

Day
$4.36
$5.06
$5.76
$6 46

Days

Day

84.50
$5.20
$5.90
$6.60

$ .80
$ 95
$1.10
$1.25

Semester Rates (Al Issues)
10 14 Lines
5-9 Lines $40 00

SUNNYVALENALLCO Marcoe fro
end IBM Selectric III Prornm neat
accurete
81 25/page
IdoubN
epeced pical 739 0715
TERM PAPERS THESES RESUMES lor
ell your typong needs Cell Perfect
Imp
ions
996 3333
Stu
dent rates Located on Campbell
TYPING SERVICE Resumes morn pm
per, charts gr.. Tot/nano
loon too. Fest accursq student
rates Neat 280 in Sunnyvele Call
730 8969
TYPING

TERM Papers me Ramona
ble rates Call after 5 30 prY
RAMIREZ Typong end Bookkeeper%

252 6663
WHEN YOU NEED word promossong
you went Mernell Enterprise You
get speedy mourn plus the ultornem
on accuray and super quality 10
minutes west of campus Reach us
at 241 0503
WORD PROCESSING - The ultimate in
professional typing
Guaranteed
e rror free Reasonable
student
eeeee Pock up and delovery avail
able Cell Cindy at 274 5600
WORD
PROCESSING
TvOing
II 50/page 10 years exp
fast
turn around
Satisfaction guar
mooed
OHL 1 000 word pro
COMBO, IBM correcting selector
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Diablo Canyon vote halted again;
safety questioned by commission

Around other campuses

New theater planned
Plans for a $8 million performing
arts facility, offered jointly by the University of California, Irvine and the
city of Irvine, were unveiled earlier
this month, according to an article in
New University.
The Irvine Civic Theatre, a twoacre. 750-seat facility, has been in the
planning stages for eight years. It is intended to be a community-oriented theater owned and operated by a nonprofit organization.
The performance hall will include
575 seats on the main floor, with 16 rows
stepped to provide single-row sight
lines; a 175-seat balcony; a rehearsal
hall that will double as a small 125-seat
theater, and a 40-foot deep by 102-foot
wide stage.
It will also have six dressing
rooms, a lobby, a refreshment area
that may double as a regularly operated cafe, an exterior office, administrative offices, storage areas, court
yards. a sound/projection room, and a
basement storage area.
A 1974 park-bond issue has already
earmarked $1.5 million toward the theater’s construction. Officials are optimistic they will be able to raise $7.5
million from private donations.
In exchange for donating the land
to the city, UC-Irvine is expected to receive use of one-third of the theater.
Theatre Committee Commissioner

Sally Anne Miller said the cost for using
the theater is yet to be determined.
"It will be a community facility,
similar to community swimming pools
and tennis courts not a professionally
owned and operated theater," she said.
"There aren’t any people coming in to
make a buck off of it, but there is no set
figure yet."
The Irvine City Council is expected
to vote on a final proposal to be submitted by the committee in June.
Four leaking PCB transformers at
California State University. Sacramento are scheduled to be replaced in
June with transformers not using
PCBs.
Fresh drops of PCB (polychlorinated biphenyls) have been discovered
on the concrete slab supporting one of
the transformers, but more serious internal leaks in the other transformers
are saturating those concrete supporters.
The slab with the fresh drops is
above ground, but the other three are
on ground level.
There is a total of 40 PCB transformers on the Sacramento State University campus.Two of the remaining
36 are expected to be removed during
the 1984-85 fiscal year.
Around other campuses is compiled by staff writer Jessica Paioff.

Ex-parishioner sues
church for $5 million
SAN JOSE AP) A former parishioner of a fundamentalist church has filed a
$5 million lawsuit, claiming the marital
and sexual problems he confided to a
church-affiliated marriage counselor
were told to the entire congregation during a Sunday service.
John R. Kelly of San Jose said Tuesday that he was excommunicated from the
church and has been forced to split with
virtually "my entire circle of friends"
under a church doctrine in which "the
whole idea is turning a person over to
satan."
Kelly, a 34-year-old insurance broker,
said he is now embroiled in a "nasty"
breakup with his wife, who with their children remain members of the Christian
Community Church in San Jose. They
have been married 12 years.
In addition to the church, the suit
names the Rev. Ernest Gentile, marriage
counselor Donald Phillips and the
church’s board of elders.
"We are not giving out any comment
at this time," Jaclyn Foust, a secretary at
the church, said Tuesday on Gentile’s behalf. A secretary at the affiliated counseling service said Donald Phillips had left

word that he would have no comment.
The civil suit was filed Thursday by
Kelly’s attorney, Patrick McMahon of San
Jose, in Santa Clara County Superior
Court.
"My marriage was crumbling," ex
plained Kelly. "I went to a counselor in
church to get some help and confided in
him some details of my marriage and sex
ual life.
"That material that I gave to him in
confidence, six weeks later, was publicly
read before 600 members of the church."
Kelly said his meetings with Phillips
occurred over several months as he admitted that he had sought extramarital
companionship. He also talked of "some of
the sexual problems and marital problem,
that 1 was having."
Phillips "mentioned to me at the ver.
last minute that because of what I had told
him, he would have to turn this information over to the church and I would be excommunicated," said Kelly. "At the time.
I was in total shock. I didn’t know how to
respond to it."
Kelly said neither he nor his wife was
in church when the statement of his "sins"
was read on April 24. 1983.

Earn a 100W Waiver
Register For The
Writing Workshop Exam

WASHINGTON (AP) Last-minute revelations casting doubt on the ability of vital
pipes to withstand an earthquake prompted the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission yesterday to
again postpone a vote on allowing the troubled
Diablo Canyon atomic power plant to start operating.
NRC Chairman Nunzio J. Palladino reluctantly agreed to delay the vote until Friday
after it became clear the five commissioners
were sharply divided on what conditions to impose for plant start-up.
The commission first delayed a scheduled
vote on Monday when Isa Yin, the agency’s
leading expert on piping stress, issued a report
showing thousands of errors in calculations
used for strengthening 16 miles of major pipes
throughout the plant.
But Edson Case, assistant directior of the
NRC’s Office of Reactor Regulation, has argued that necesary changes in the brackets
and supports for those pipes could be made
while the plant is being tested.

SAN FRANCISCO (API A
black physician has filed a $1 million suit against the wealthy community of Hillsborough and its police
force,
alleging
racial
motivation for his illegal arrest
near his home last summer.
James Hutchinson, an internist in San Mateo, filed the suit in
U.S. District Court here alleging
that his civil rights had been violated.
His attorney, Daniel J. Monaco of San Mateo, said the inci-

dent took place last June 25 during
an early evening stroll near his
home in Hillsborough, an exclusive community about 20 miles
south of here, where Hutchinson
has lived for 23 years.
The suit alleges that Hillsborough Police Officer John S.
Grant stopped his patrol car and
asked the doctor to identify himself, which he did. Grant continued to follow Hutchinson "verbally abusing plaintiff and
ordering plaintiff to stop,"
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That man had been released,
the town manager said, and was
still believed lobe in the area.
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"It’s strictly a case of mistaken identity on the part of the officer," Town Manager Robert M.
Davidson said.
He said that another man fitting Hutchinson’s description had
been arrested in the area on May
30 for trespassing and burglary
and used the alias Hutchinson.
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The plant was originally scheduled for
completion in 1975 but the NEW ordered it redesigned after an earthquake fault was discovered about three miles offshores from its Pacific coast site in 1973.
The commission said Tuesday it wants a
new evaluation of the liklihood of a large earthquake and the ability of the plant to withstand
it completed by 1988 after officials said new
geological studies indicate that the fault may
he much closer to the site.

according to the suit.
Monaco said Grant then got
out of his car and handcuffed,
roughed
up,
and
illegally
searched the doctor, who did not
resist.
"The officer illegally arrested
my client without a warrant or
probable cause," Monaco said.
Hutchinson was released, the
suit says, after two other officers
arrived and recognized him.
Hillsborough officials claim
the incident was an innocent mis-
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Don’t Forget!

The commission had approved a lowpower license for the first reactor of the twounit plant in September 1981. But before the facility could start up, that permit was suspended when officials found that blueprints for
earthquake supports for the two reactors had
been reversed.
Since then, the plant’s owner, Pacific Gas
& Electric Co., has spent more than half a billion dollars correcting that mistake and thousands of other design errors found in subsequent re-examinations ordered by the NRC.

’Racist’ arrest prompts lawsuit

ii.

Where: Testing Office
Administration Bldg.,
Rm 218
Deadline: Fri. March 30, 1984
Fee: $15
Test Date: April 7, 1984

A

After yesterday’s postponement, the commission started hammering out the proposed
stipulations for granting a low -power license
for the oceanside plant near San Luis Obispo.
A low -power license allows the plant to operate at up to 5 percent of its capacity. Officials
said the plant would not be ready to go above
that level until late April and it is not expected
to actually begin producing electricity until
July.
Commissioner Victor Gilinsky said he
would prefer delaying a decision until the NRC
can test eight shift advisers hired for the startup because none of the plant’s operators have
any experience on other operating plants.
Gilinsky’s concern was that the advisers,
despite holding NRC licenses on other plants,
have not been tested on their familiarity with
the specific components, procedures and operating conditions at Diablo Canyon.
NRC officials, however, said it would take
at least six weeks for the agency to draw, administer and review the tests that Gilinksy
wanted.
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